
MINUTES 

MONTANA SENATE 
52nd LEGISLATURE - REGULAR SESSION 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, WELFARE & SAFETY 

Call to Order: By Chairman Dorothy Eck, on January 14, 1991, at 
1:30 p.m. 

ROLL CALL 

Members Present: 
Dorothy Eck, Chairman (D) 
Eve Franklin, Vice Chairman (D) 
James Burnett (R) 
Thomas Hager (R) 
Judy Jacobson (D) 
Bob Pipinich (D) 
David Rye (R) 
Thomas Towe (D) 

Members Excused: none 

Staff Present: Tom Gomez (Legislative Council). 
Christine Mangiantini (Committee Secretary) 

Please Note: These are summary minutes. Testimony and 
discussion are paraphrased and condensed. 

Announcements/Discussion: 

Chairman Dorothy Eck called the meeting to order, the roll call 
was duly noted. The chairman proceeded to discuss organizational 
rules pertaining to committee business. 

The chairman recognized Senator Towe who made a motion 
authorizing any committee member to leave a vote with the 
chairman or the committee secretary on a specific bill or 
specific am~ndment of a specific bill. There being no objection 
the motion ~arried. 

There being no further procedural business the committee stood at 
ease until 1:50 p.m. 

The committee convened at 1:50 p.m. and the chairman recognized 
Senator Dennis Nathe for presentation of Senate Bill 54. 
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HEARING ON SB 54 

Presentation and Opening Statement by Sponsor: 

Senator Nathe opened by introducing himself and stating that SB 
54 will help define occupational therapists' treatment. He 
continued by saying that the controversy with the bill is that 
for 20 years occupational therapists were reimbursed under 
Medicare and Medicaid for using certain modalities. 

Every two years the Department of Social and Rehabilitation 
Services (SRS) has reviewed the reimbursement rate. SRS was 
including the modalities and were challenged that they were 
expanding the Occupational Licensing Therapy Act by including 
specific modalities on a reimbursable basis. This was sent to 
the Attorney General for an opinion. Two have been issued. The 
Legislature has not defined the definition of treatment for 
occupational therapists. The controversy is between physical 
therapists and occupational therapists over what therapeutic 
agents can be used. 

Senator Nathe now asked the chairman to allow the proponents to 
testify. 

The chairman called for testimony from the proponents. 

Proponents' Testimony: 

The first witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Connie Grenz, 
President of the Montana Occupational Therapy Association. See 
Exhibit #1, written testimony from Ms. Grenz, for reference to 
her remarks. 

The second witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Dr. Richard 
Lewallan, a board certified orthopedic surgeon. See Exhibit #2, 
written testimony from Dr. Lewallan, for reference to his 
remarks. 

The third witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Mary Krenik, a 
nationally registered occupational therapist. See Exhibit #3, 
written testimony from Ms. Krenik for reference to her remarks. 

The fourth witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Thomas Nyman, 
a former patient of occupational therapy. See Exhibit #4, 
written testimony from Mr. Nyman for reference to his testimony. 

The fifth witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Pat Huber, 
recently retired from SRS. See Exhibit #5, written testimony 
from Ms. Huber for reference to her remarks. 
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The sixth witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Dorinda 
Orrell, a patient under the practice of occupational therapy. 
See Exhibit 6, written testimony from Ms. Orrell for reference to 
her remarks. 

The seventh witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Linda 
Botten, an occupational therapist with an independent practice 
and reimbursement chairperson for the Montana Occupational 
Therapy Association. See Exhibit #7 written testimony from Ms. 
Botten for reference to her remarks. 

The eighth witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Linda Barge, 
a physical therapist. See Exhibit #8, written testimony from Ms. 
Barge for reference to her remarks. 

The ninth witness to testify in favor of SB 54 was Audrey 
Hensiek, supervisor of occupational therapy and a registered 
therapist. Ms. Hensiek stated that they use physical agents as 
needed in occupational therapy as a prerequisite to activity by 
relieving pain or retraining muscles in order to return the 
patient to a high level of independent functioning. Her concern 
as a supervisor is in retention of staff who may not be allowed 
to practice skills for which she feels they have been trained. 

The chairman noted that the time for accepting proponent 
testimony had passed. She asked that any other witnesses turn in 
written testimony and a witness statement. 

The chairman recognized Greg Duncan, attorney and lobbyist for 
occupational therapist, who requested that the remaining 
witnesses introduce themselves. The chairman consented and asked 
for witnesses to stand. Exhibit #9 is a copy of all witness 
statements from those persons who introduced themselves and 
turned in witness statements. 

Opponents' Testimony: 

The chairman called upon the opponents to SB 54 and recognized 
the first witness, Mr. Loren Wright, President of the Montana 
Chapter of Physical Therapy Association. See Exhibit #10 written 
testimony from Mr. Wright for reference to his remarks. 

The second witness to testify in opposition to SB 54 was Richard 
Gajdosik, chairperson of physical therapy department in the 
University of Montana. He is opposed to the bill because of its 
definition of occupational therapy. He finds the definition far 
too broad and it does not coincide with his knowledge of the 
educational preparation of occupational therapists. He believes 
this bill would allow occupation therapists to practice outside 
the scope of their profession in light of their basic educational 
preparation. 
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See Exhibit #11 which are educational documents pertaining to 
the training of occupational therapists. These were collected 
for the committee by Mr. Gajdosik. 

The third witness to testify in opposition to SB 54 was Gail 
Wheatley, a physical therapist and the physical therapist chair 
of the joint PT/OF Task Force. See Exhibit #12, written 
testimony from Ms. Wheatley for reference to her remarks. 

The fourth witness to testify in opposition to SB 54 was Mona 
Jamison, an attorney and lobbyist for the Montana Chapter of the 
American Physical Therapy association. See Exhibit #13, a copy 
of section 37-11-101, Montana Code, which defines physical 
therapy. Ms. Jamison referred to this hand-out and SB 54 during 
her presentation. Ms. Jamison believes the definition in the 
bill is too broad. She does not think it is appropriate for an 
occupational therapist to use physical therapeutic agents which 
deal with internal bodily processes. 

She continued by quoting the definition of "purposeful activity" 
as adopted by the American Occupational Therapy Association. She 
then compared this definition against the definition of physical 
therapy in the Montana Codes. She stated that SB 54 is so broad 
that it could include not only treatments denoted in the 
definition of physical therapy but other areas that touch upon 
other professions. 

The fifth witness to testify in opposition to SB 54 was Gary 
Lusin, a physical therapist practicing in Montana. Mr. Lusin 
does not believe this issue is about how Dr. Lewallen can refer 
his patients to his occupational therapists. He continued by 
saying it is not about how hospitals can expand services within 
their occupational therapy department. He feels that 
professionals providing services should be properly trained to do 
so. He feels it is clear that occupational therapists do not 
have the proper education in their curriculum to provide physical 
therapy treatments. See Exhibit #14, written testimony of Mr. 
Lusin. 

Chairman Eck noted that the time was up for opponent testimony 
but asked other opponents to state their name and their location. 
Each opponent was introduced. Exhibit 15 are copies of all 
witness statements turned in by persons introduced. 

Questions From Committee Members: 

The chairman allowed approximately 15 minutes for questions from 
the committee. 
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The chairman recognized Senator Franklin who addressed a question 
to Connie Granz. Senator Franklin referenced the 30 brochures 
collected by Dr. Gajdosik that indicate that the occupational 
therapy curricula does not deal with the use of physical 
modalities. 

Ms. Grenz responded that she did not have the numbers but that 
they have done some surveys that show that all classes are not 
called physical therapeutic agents but that this material is 
usually covered under physical medicine and rehabilitation. She 
continued by saying that all the schools of occupational therapy 
do not have identical curriculums and that some curriculums focus 
more on these types of modalities that do others. She thinks 
there is a wide variation. The national exam tests the 
foundation theories of expanding on this knowledge and not the 
specifics of each individual treatment. 

Senator Franklin followed up by summarizing Ms. Grenz comments. 
She commented that the licensure does not test physical agents. 

Ms. Grenz responded that it does test understanding and use but 
not the actual demonstration. 

The chairman recognized Senator Towe for a question. 

Senator Towe addressed several witnesses and asked them to 
respond to previous comments that if the bill is passed will we 
in effect have made occupational therapists almost synonymous 
with physical therapists. 

Greg Duncan, lobbyist for the occupational therapists, responded 
by saying he thinks there is an overlap in the two fields. He 
continues by saying that the dispute is focused on the overlap. 

The chairman recognized Senator Towe for a follow-up question. 

Senator Towe continued by asking why we are not allowing the task 
force time to sort the issues out and resolve the issue in an 
agreeable manner. 

Mr. Duncan responded that the problem is not the task force but 
the fact that the attorney general's opinion issued last Friday 
prohibits the use of modalities by occupational therapist. He 
continued by saying that the legislation is needed right now so 
that occupational therapists can continue to use procedures, then 
go through the board for an administrative ruling to define the 
term "physical therapeutic agents". 

The chairman recognized Senator Towe for a final follow-up 
question. 

Senator Towe addressed Ms. Jamison regarding the attorney 
general's opinion. 
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Ms. Jamison responded that under the Attorney General opInIon any 
occupational therapist that was performing physical therapeutic 
procedures was doing so illegally. Sh~ continued to say that not 
all occupational therapists in the state are using modalities but 
it is occurring where occupational therapists and physical 
therapists are jointly working together and she feels that is 
what has raised the issue. 

The chairman recognized Senator Pipinich for a comment. 

Senator Pipinich commented that this is a board fight between the 
two groups. He continued by asking why the issue wasn't settled 
before it reached the committee. 

Ms. Wheatley responded by saying they attempted to work together. 
She said they met in the fall but were not informed of any 
proposed legislation. 

The chairman recognized Senator Jacobson. 

Senator Jacobson suggested that because of the shortness of time 
and if there is an urgency to take action, it might be beneficial 
to have a couple members of the committee work with both sides 
and come back to the committee at a later date. 

Chairman Eck found this a worthy suggestion. Chairman Eck asked 
what percentage of the occupational therapists are working with 
modalities. 

Ms. Grenz responded that if the word "modalities" is used, then 
all occupational therapists use it in their practice. The term 
now used is therapeutic agents. 

Chairman Eck then listed specific procedures like biofeedback and 
nerve stimulation. 

Ms. Grenz estimated that about 50 percent of occupational 
therapists use these procedures. 

Chairman Eck asked if they work under the supervision of a 
physician. 

Ms. Grenz responded that occupational therapy can be provided 
without a physicians order, however, there are no third party 
reimbursements without a physician's directive. 

Chairman Eck recognized Senator Towe for a question. 

Senator Towe suggested a compromise effort by limiting use of 
physical therapeutic agents through the identification of body 
parts. 
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Ms. Jamison responded that the subcommittee approach is better 
because the issue isn't parts of the body but the specific 
therapeutic agents used. 

Chairman Eck recognized Senator Nathe to close. 

Closing by Sponsor: 

Senator Nathe closed by saying that he is in full support of the 
creation of a subcommittee and would remind the subcommittee that 
as it stands now the Attorney General opinion prohibits the 
occupational therapists from doing treatments they are presently 
performing. Please keep in mind that occupational therapists 
also need to make a living. He references the curriculum passed 
out earlier in the day by Mr. Duncan to each committee member. 

Chairman Eck appointed a subcommittee composed of Senators' Eve 
Franklin as chair and David Rye and Tom Towe. She further 
suggested setting the meeting at 1:00 p.m. on Wednesday, January 
16. She asked several individuals from each side to put together 
information for the subcommittee. 

There being no further business Chairman Eck moved to adjourn the 
committee. There being no objection the motion carried. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Adjournment At: 2:58 p.m. 

/, 

Dorot y Eck, Chairman 

DE/cm 
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MONTANA OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION ____ _ 

HONORABLE SENATORS 

As president of the Montana Occupational Therapy Association 
I request your support for SB # 54, and offer my services to 
answer questions or obtain information for you. My work # is 
449-8920. 

SB # 54 was drawn up by the Dept. of Commerce lawyers for 
the Board of Occupational Therapists to legally clarify the use 
of Physical agent modalities by occupational therapists. Persons 
representing the Mt. chapter of the PT Assoc. challenged the 
legality of the 1985 licensure law to allow SRS/Medicaid to 
reimburse OTs for modalities in early 1990 which eventually led 
to an attorney general's review. On Friday Jan 11, 1991, Mark 
Rascicott finalized his stand which says; 

"Occupational Therapists are not permitted by Montana law 
to employ heat, cold, air, light, water, electricity, or 

sound as therapeutic agents." 

Physical Therapists are traditionally known for their use 
of hot packs, massage and gait training. Occupational therapists 
are known historically for their use of arts and crafts, and 
developing independence in activities of daily living hence the 
use of the name occupational. Both professions are over 70 years 
old and have been progressive in incorporating technological advances 
to best meet their patients' medical needs. Length of stay in 
hospitals has decreased due to mandatory regulations and the demand 
for outpatient and home health services is increasing. As services 
to meet the demands of the consumers evolve so have therapeutic 
practices. Insurance reimbursement demands that intervention 
show a functional outcome; therefore physical therapists have 
increasingly incorporated some form of ADL-activities of daily 
living to follow their treatment and occupational therapists have 
increasingly incorporated therapeutic agents to facilitate functional 
outcomes. This was not done haphazardly. Over the years instruction 
regarding various technological advances have been added to 
curriculums, internships, continuing education programs and vendors 

themselves have become highly trained in the therapeutic application 
of modalities or better yet are therapists. This is a high tech 
world and we must be allowed to advance-what language we use 
today may limit us tomorrow. 
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Occupational Therapy students complete a 5 year educational 
program with internships of 3 mo. each in physical disabilities, 
pedicatrics and/or psychiatry. Curriculums vary but are AMA and 
AOTA approved. With this BS degree they are eligible to take 
the American Occupational Therapy Certification Board Exam. Forty
seven jurisdictions regulate OTs based on this exam, and only one 
limits the use of modalities. What is being taught in the schools 
must be foundation for advancement. 

I have been the president of the Mt. OT Assoc. for the past 
6 years and a member of the Board of OTs since licensure was 
enacted in 1985 until Jan 1, 1991. I have watched nationally 
as Physical Therapists have mounted enormous efforts to restrict 
other professions such as chiropractors and massage therapists. 
I believe that the majority of the OTs and PTs in this state work 
as a team sharing knowledge and developing treatment plans to best 
provide for their patients. I know that there are many areas 
of overlap innately a part of our treatment approaches and that 
we recognize our individual abilities and limitations with high 
professional ethics. There are 132 licensed occupational therapists 
and 330 licensed physical therapists and still great areas of Mt. 
where persons are unable to receive either service within 100 or 200 
miles. 

I wish to recognize high professional ethics among Occupational 
Therapists in Montana. Not one consumer complaint has been received 
by the board in 5 years. The purpose of licensure is not only to 
protect patients from unprofessional care but also to assure that 
the care they receive will be the best care available in light 
of the then current standards. It also imposes upon practitioners 
the responsibility for assuring ~hat licensure does not impede or 
prevent the organic growth of the practice in response to advances 
in science, technoll)gy and therapeutic metr10ds. Please note not. 
one (:laim has been filed against an occupational therapist for injury 
to a patient with a physical agent modality, and I remind you that 
of 47 jurisdi~tions regulating occupi.tianal therapy Gn~y ana restricts 
the use of modllities. 

Therefore I emplore you to support SB # 54 to legally clarify 
the use of therapeutic agents/modalities by occupational therapists 
for our patients' sakes. 
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SUPPORT SENATE BILL #54 
RICHARD LEWALLEN, MD 
BILLINGS, HT 
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MY NAME IS RICHARD LEWALLEN. I AM A BOARD CERTIFIED ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON. 

I P~~CTICE IN BILLINGS, MT. I DO GENERAL ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY AND HAND SURGERY. 

~ WIFE IS A PHYSICAL THERAPIST AND MY OLDER SISTER IS AN OCCUPATIONAL 

THE~~PIST P~~CTICING IN ALASKA. 

I REFER PATIENTS TO BOTH OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS AND PHYSICAL THERAPISTS FOR 

TREAT~'lENT. NINETY-NINE PERCENT OF HY REFERRALS TO OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS 

ARE FOR a~XJ AND UPPER EXTREMITY PROBLEMS DISTAL TO THE ELBOW. 

I i\J.\f HERE TO URGE YOUR SUPPORT OF SENATE BILL il 54 TO REMEDY SO~1E UNCLEAR 

LAXGUAGE IN THE ORINGINAL PRACTICE ACT. 

I TRAINED AT THE MAYO CLINIC IN ROCHESTER, ~ll~. DURING MY fu~ND ROTATIONS 

THERE, I WORKED WITH DR. DOBYNS AND DR. LINSCHEID, TWO OF THE PIONEERS AND 

INNOVATORS OF MODERN &\fERICru~ Pu~ND SURGERY. OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES 

WERE SO IMPORTru~T TO THE SUCCESS OF THEIR HAND PROGRill\f THAT THEY WERE LOCATED 

RIGHT ON THE HAND FLOOR ADJACENT TO THE EXP_\fINING ROOMS. HODALITIES SUCH AS 

HEAT, ICE, ULTRASOUND, PARAFFIN BATHS AND WHIRLPOOL WERE READILY AVAILABLE 

OF THESE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES, MPu~Y OF THEIR PATIENTS WOULD HAVE HAD 

STIFF AND PAINFUL a~NDS. THE USE OF MODALITIES IN THE TREATMENT OF aL\ND 

PROBLE~lS IS CRUCIAL TO THE ~roBILIZATION OF STIFF HANDS AND THE CARE OF HAND 

PATENTS. 

THE SCOPE OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY COVERS A BROAD AREA. OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS 

INVOLVED IN DIRECT PATIENT CARE HAVE HAD ADDITIONAL TRAINING IN THOSE AREAS OF 

INTEREST WHICH INCLUDES Tr~.IXING IN MODALITIES. 



SUPPORT SENATE BILL #54 
RICHARD LEHALLEN, HD 
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IF SENATE BILL #54 DOES NOT PASS, PATIENTS HOULD BE REQUIRED TO SEE A PHYSICAL 

THERAPIST FOR HODALI:IES AND THEN AN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST FOR EXERCISE. THIS 

WOULD BE AN ADDED EXPENSE TO THE PUBLIC IN TEfu~S OF TIME, HONEY, AND HEALTH. 

I THI~K THIS WOULD ALSO BE A RESTRICTION OF TRADE AGAINIST THE OCCUPATIONAL 

THERAPISTS AND ~~E IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR OCCuPATIONAL THERAPISTS TO WORK IN 

THE STATE OF HONTANA. FURTHE~~ORE, IF THIS BILL DOES NOT PASS THE STATE 

OF MONTANA WOULD KEED TO EXfu~INE THE USE OF MANY OF THOSE SA}lE HODALITIES 

ICE, HEAT, WHIRLPOOL IN OUR SCHOOLS fu~D COLLEGES AROUND THE STATE. IN MY 

EIGHT YEARS OF PRACTICE, I ~~VE ~EVER HEARD A PATIENT COMPLAIN OF AN OCCUPATIONAL 

THERAPIST IMPROPERLY USING MODP~ITIES. 

D~ EAXY LARGE INSTITUTIO~S, I-IAYO CLINIC I~CLUDED, AIDES HITH HIGH SCHOOL 

EDUCATIONS AND ON THE JOB TRAINING APPLY MODALITIES SUCH AS ICE, CONTRAST BATHS, 

HEAT, PARAFFIN BATHS, DIATHERMY, WHIRLPOOL AND HUBBARD TANKS. THESE AIDES 

HAVE ACCESS TO fu~D SUPERVISION BY PHYSICAL OR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS AS 

NEEDED. 

CERTAI~LY, OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS WITH THEIR MEDICAL BACKGROUND AND 

T&~INING ARE EVEN BETTER QUALIFIED IN THE APPLICATION AND USE OF MODALITIES. 

I URGE YOUR SUPPORT OF SENATE BILL #54. 
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January 10, 1991 

The Honorable Senator 
Montana State Senate 
Capital Station 
Helena, MT 59620 

RE: Your support of Senate Bill 154, an act to permit licensed Occupational 
Therapists to employ physical therapeutic agents and procedures, amending section 
37-24-103, MCA; and prividing an immediate effective date. 

Dear Senator 

I am writing you this letter and asking you to support Senate Bill #54. I am an 
orthopedic surgeon and do a fair amount of hand surgery. I use the services of 
both physical therapy and occupational therapy and have found the use of an occu
pational therapist's services to be essential in the proper care of patients with 
hand problems. 

I ask you to vote in support of Senate Bill 154, with particularly the aspect where 
treatment "includes, but is not limited to the use of physical therapeutic agents 
and procedures" on Page 1, Line 9 and 10. 

Sincerely, 

/..-::> ~. ,,~~..;~ /// 

"''-C-c~/ /:. ~~~-Cc-
Richard P. Lewallen, M.D. 

RPL/cda 
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SUPPORT SENATE BILL #54 
Kl\.RY A. BORGRUD-KRENIK, OTR 
EILLINGS, MT 
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MY N&~E IS MARY KRE~IK. I k~ A NATIONALLY REGISTERED, STATE LICENSED 

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST. I SPECIALIZE IN HAND THERAPY AND PRACTICE IN BILLINGS. 

I P~VE A BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY FROM THE UNIVERSITY 

OF NORTH DAKOTA IN GRAND FORKS. MY COURSEHORK INCLUDED SUCH CLASSES AS: 

BIOLOGY, ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, CHENISTRY, PSYCHOLOGY, MUSCLE FUNCTION, 

MEDICAL SCIENCE, RESEARCH, O.T. IN PHYSICAL DISABILITIES M~D O.T. IN 

PSYCHO-SOCIAL ILLNESS. 

nw CLINICAL AFFILIATIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR THIS DEGREE. ONE IN A PSYCH 

SETTING AND ONE IN A PHYSICAL DISABILITY SEl:::~·:G. I HAVE Cm1PLETED 

TWO .. .'illDITIONAL INTERl\SHIPS: ONE IN VISUAL IHPAIID-lENl: AT THE ~~ORTH DAKOTA 

SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND THE OTHER AT ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATES IN GREAT 

FALLS, A PJlliD SPECIALTY WITH DR. CHARLES JENNINGS. 

11YSELF AND OTHER CCCUPATIONAL THERAPY STUDENTS ARE TRAINED AS GENERALISTS. 

I{E GO ON TO HORK IN A VARIETY OF SETTINGS FOR EXAl'IPLE REHAB UNITS, 

STATE EJSPITALS, NURSING HOMES AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM. I~E TREAT 

PA:::::EN:S ~nTH CERE2RA.L P.lI.LSEY, PATIENTS IHTH MENTAL ILLNESS, PATIENTS 

\~ITH STROKES AND PATIENTS WHO P~VE a~ INJURIES AT WORK. THE BREADTH OF 

OUR PROFESSION IS VERY EXCITING AND QUITE F~~NKLY TEE REASON I CHOSE 

Ti~:S FIELD~ 



SUPPORT SE~ATE BILL #54 
~~RY A. BORGRUD-KRENIK, OTR 
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Exhibit #.3 
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS MAY GO ON AND SPECIALIZE IN NUMEROUS AREAS: SUCH AS 

BU~~ C~~E, CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OR HAND REHAB. THIS COMES ABOUT THROUGH 

CAREER CHOICES AND CO~TINUING EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES. 

~IT FIRST JOB OUT OF SCHOOL WAS FOR VAUGHN, BUC~~NAN AND ASSOCIATES, 

A PRIVATE PHYSICAL THERAPY PRACTICE, IN GREENVILLE, SC. I SET UP fu~D 

DIRECTED THEIR HA~D THERPY PROGRk'1. IN THIS SETTING OT I S fu~D PT I S HORKED 

SIDE BY SIDE EACH USING PHYSICAL AGENTS HHEN APPROPRIATE. 

I HAVE STR..\TEGICALLY ATTemED ~""'ND THERPY COURSES EACH YEAR: COURSES 

AT THE I~DIA~APOLIS HJU~D CENTER IN INDIk~A, HORKSHOPS ON HAND THERAPY 

PUT ON BY THE FOUNDATION FOR HAND RESEARCH IN NEH YORK AND ANNUAL HEETINGS 

FOR THE AMERICA.l.~ SOCIETY OF HAND THERAPISTS. 

I HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO GIVE PRESENTATIONS ON A STATE AND LOCAL 

LEVEL REGARDING EJu\D TOPICS AND HAVE PUBLISHED ON REFLEX SYXPATHETIC DSYTROPHY. 

THE POINT I HANT TO MAKE IN MY TESTIHO)lY IS THIS: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS 

A:~E TRAINED AS GE)lER.';'LISTS. THEY GO ON TO HORK IN A VARIETY OF SEl:Tli-iGS 

InTH A VARIETY OF DIAGNOSES. l'lY TRAINING lu'm CAREER GOALS BROUGHT ME 

TO BILLINGS. I HOR.c'Z FOR FIVE OF THE FINEST SURGEONS IN THIS STATE, PROVIDING 

HAND THERAPY. SINCE I MOVED TO THIS STATE AUmST THREE YEARS AGO, MY 

OCCUPATIONAL THER..~?Y TREATNENTS, WHEN APPROPIATE, INCORPORATED SUCH 

PHYSICAL AGENT MODALITIES AS HOT PACKS, COLD PACKS, PARAFFIN HAX, AND 

STERILE HHIRLPOOL. 



SUPPORT SE~ATE BILL #54 
MARY A. BORGRUD-KRENIK, OTR 
PAGE THREE 

~.r .............. ... 
Exhibit #~ 
1-14-91 S8 54 

SENATE BILL #54 IS NOT SOMETHING NEW RATHER IT SEEKS OT RE~EDY SOME UNCLEAR 

Lfu~GUAGE IN THE ORIGINAL PRACTICE ACT, BY SUPPORTING IT YOU WILL ALLOW 

ME fu~D OTHER THERAPISTS TO CONTINUE TO PROVIDE QUALITY CARE TO OUR PATIENTS, 

YOUR CONSTITUENTS. THANK-YOU. 



· SENATE COMMI~ ,E ON PUBLIC HEALTH, WELFA 

WITNESS STATEMENT 

.' AND SAFETY Exhibit # Lf 
1-14-91 SB 54 

To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Date: til t I J ( 
J I 

Name: Tfm&A£ 't0JV'->iio='l . 

Address :_.:....1 ij.M...-I...l ?-~~Ave~---=C::;':"'_-lf~'...I..I.Ir-r(:f~~~~==---· ..:...N ...... ---...l..t~. __ S~q...L.J.:::;.02....-....... ___ _ 

'0' 

'. .! ~ 
Telephone Number: __ ~~~~5~S_4~d%~.=-____ ~~~ ____________________ ~ 

Representing Whom? ", ' 

O.T, 
Appearing on which proposal? 

;fF 51-( 

Do you: Support? x. 
; 

Amend? -- Oppose? __ 

Comments: 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 



SENATE HEALTH & WELfARE 
if .EXHIBIT NO. _____ _ 

SUPPORT SENATE BILL 1154 DATE 1--11./- -q / 
TOM NY}IAN, BILLDTGS MT BILL No-.::::S::.JD~5~+~ ___ _ 

HT NAHE IS TOX N"lMAl,{. I'M HERE TODAY FROM BILLINGS, MT TO SUPPORT SENATE 

BILL #54. THIS PAST SPRING I HAD A TRAUMATIC INJURY TO MY RIGHT HAND. 

I CGT TENDONS AND KERVES. I HAVE HAD TWO RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERIES AT 

ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL. 

I'M GR..4.TEFUL TO DR. LE\~ALLEN AND MY OCCGPATIONAL THERAPIST. TODAY AFTER 

INTENSIVE THERAPY, I CAN WORK AGAIN. I CAN MAKE A FIST AGAIN. 

XY THE~4.PY F~S INCLUDED MOSTLY SPLINTING AND EXERCISE. SOMETIMES ~IT 

THERAPIST HAD ME USE THE PARAFFIN WAX BATH IN PREPARATION TO EXERCISE. 

IT WAfu,{ED l'rl HAND AND }w)E IT EASIER TO EXERCISE. I THINK IT HELPED ALOT 

WITH THE SCAR MASSAGE TOO. 

IF YOU DON'T SUPPORT OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY BILL #54. MY THERAPIST AND 

THEP~PISTS LIKE HER IN THE STATE COULD NOT CONTINUE TO USE THEIR ADVANCED 

SKILLS TO HELP PATIENTS LIKE ME. THANK-YOU. 



.................. 
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WITNESS STATEMENT 

AND SAFETY Exhibit #.5 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

- { -4'.--. y/ 

Date: c::J ff',,(/ /-/ / /}";;;/ 

Telephone Number:_' __ ~~7_/~~·~_,_··~ __ -_7?_.~~_~~·~~,~_· __ ~ ______________________ __ 

Appearing on which proposal? 
~..,- .c:-; / 

~')-rJ ,) f 

Do you: Support? y 
i 

Amend? 

Comments: 
--- Oppose? ___ _ 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 



SENATE HEALTH & WELFARE 
EXHIBIT NO., ..... {i-"~C;""--__ _ 
DATE../- It/- -q / 

BILL NO. j"8 5f 

-~- .-'L..-

'-- ~ 
~CC~~~-~-b//5.f..L~c-<·-c.--<F~-<"L-
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WITNESS STATEMENT 

.-----_Exhibit 1/{P 
1-14-91 5B 54 

To be 
their 

Dated 

completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
testiL~ entered int the record. 

this day of _ , 1991. 

Name: __ (~~~~/~~_7~~~d2~>~~~~~/~ __________ ~9-____________ __ 

dd -:7 -:z... - ,). 1 (/ 
Are s s : ,I • ) It i./t,- I 

f? i-

{~L't/~/~/L--- 57 71 ~-
Te lepho'lle Numbe r : _ ....... 5...:.'---'g;....' .... b"'--_··--JL/.....,/. ...... 7_&_&"'--___________ _ 

Representing whom? 

a (1.<>(,0/ /~~.)~.~. J;1P~/!;lY, , G2j.-1.~_KJ 
~ 

Appearing on which proposal? 

J::rvv~ 'DdL' ,~l/-
Do you: Support? ~ 
Comments: 

Amend? --- Oppose? ---

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY 



January 14, 1991 

My name is Dorinda Orrell. 

SENATE HEALTH & WELFARE 
EXHIBIT NO • ..1#:!:.:· t;~. __ --

DATE---L.! ~:!...I:r.....~ --'-qul_--
Bill NO . .5"8 51 

I am here today to support Senate bill 54 clarifying occupational therapists' 
use of therapeutic agent modalities. 

I have received occupational therapy for the rehabilitation of my upper extremity. 
My occupational therapists successfully applied functional electrical stimulation 
to facilitation return of movement. My occupational therapists also applied, 
safely and successfully, biofeedback to assist with relaxation of the muscles of 
my upper extremity. 

I found my occupational therapists to be competent of their knowledge of these 
modalities and in their safe use. They were always informative of the reasons 
why. These units were utilized in my occupational therapy program. My doctor 
has supported my use of occupational therapists for my upper body rehabilitation. 

I will continue to need occupational therapy in my life. I will continue to 
need these therapeutic agents in my recovery of my upper extremity. I will continue 
to choose occupational therapists to treat my upper body. 

Please support this legislation in clarifying that occupational therapists are 
qualified to use therapeutic agents in conjunction with occupational therapy 
procedures. 

Thank you. 
Dorinda Orrell 
~ 

( ) f) 
()CJ7:~/~~1..-- (YJc/v~L 



WITNESS STATEMENT 

-----_Exhibit # ., 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Dated this \ Ii 

Representing whom? 

to 0, l\ 
Appearing on which proposal? 

Do you: support? ___ ~_ Amend? -- Oppose? __ 

Comments: 

I 

,\~i-

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY 



Occupational rnurapy YLssociates 
of t]3ozeman, Livingston ana t]3utte 

January 14, 1991 

300 N. Willson 802 H 
Bozeman. MT 59715 

Phone (406) 586-3716 

Dear Senator Eck and the Public Health Committee: 

SElATE HEAlTH & WELFARE 
EXHIBIT NO._1:.....-__ -
DATE. I - It.) - '/' I 
Bill NO. 6~ 5'1 

My name is Linda Botten. I have been a registered occupational therapist for 
14 years and have lived in Bozeman for the last 8. I own and direct an in
dependent practice employing 12 occupational therapists and 1 physical therapist. 
Today I am here to speak to you as the reimbursement chairperson of the Montana 
Occupational Therapy Association. This responsibility allows me to represent 
occupational therapists throughout the state and also act as a liaison between 
occupational therapists and 3rd party payers. In my role as a reimbursement 
chairperson, I have the opportunity to meet with state and federal payers of 
occupational therapy. This includes Montana Worker's Compensation, Montana Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield, Montana Medicaid and Montana Medicare intermediaries. In my 
interactions with these major payers, I have had the opportunity to specifically 
discuss occupational therapists' use of therapeutic agent modalities. They 
currently understand and accept readily the reimbursement of these modalities 
by occupational therapists. To my current knowledge, there has not been a 
denial of a claim in Montana of an occupational therapist billing for therapeutic 
agent modalities. In fact, the insurers readily accept the understanding that 
occupational therapists are qualified in their use. 

There has been a continued challenge by physical therapists regarding such 
practices by occupational therapists, stating that 3rd party payers are 
confused and consider in an overlap if both professions bill. However, this is 
quite contrary to the actual situation as we have repeated documentation of 
coverage by these payers. In fact, the CPT codes (physician current procedural 
terminology) lists therapeutic agent modalities, and these are the codes 
accepted by most 3rd party payers. These codes are acceptable codes for 
occupational therapy and are not exclusive to the physical therapists. 

To provide you with a rational perspective, Medicare has, and continues to, 
reimburse occupational therapists for therapeutic agent modalities. 

In closing, please support this important legislation, to clarify occupational 
therapists use of therapeutic agent modalities. 

Thank you. 

Linda Botten, OTR/L 

LB:mj 

Occupational rrfierapy .9lssociates 



WITNESS STATEMENT 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Dated this ~, day ~ Jt'0t.-? ,199l. 

Name: A. ( V\. If.. C\. W ~g Q ,~ ~ 1'644 { ',--;'U-.1, 'wI" 4 ,,!, r, 
Address: 0/ (6 (;) l.../-e <; " 

c 7 

Telephone Numbe r : __ -=S"'---"S,;--f"'--_7>....-..+-1_9:{=---' _________ _ 

Representing whom? 

Appearing on which proposal? 

SO [;;4-

Do you: support?L 

Comments: 

:/ ) 

Amend? --- Oppose? __ _ 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY 



January 14, 1991 

To: Senator Dorothy 
Re: SB 54 
From: Linda Barge, 

Dear Senator Eck: 

Eck 

PT 

Occupational Therapy 5tssociates 
of t]Jozeman, Livingston ana t]Jutte 

300 N. Willson Suite 2003 
Bozeman, MT 59715 

Phone (406) 586-3716 

SENATE HEALTH & WELFARE 
EXHIBIT NO ........ f3 ...... , ___ _ 
DATE.. / - / 'f -1 / 
BILL NO. 513 .5'1 

It has recently come to my attention that the Montana Chapter of the American 
Physical Therapy Association has been seeking to limit the use of modalities 
by occupational therapists in their practice of occupational therapy. Not all 
Montana physical therapists agree with the chapter's pursuit of limiting 
occupational therapists in this area. 

Occupational therapists, which I have worked with previously, often in hospital 
or rehabilitation clinic settings, have used ice, heat, parrafin, massage and 
other modalities in conjunction with other treatment techniques to aid in their 
goal of restoring function for activities of daily living (dressing, feeding, 
bathing, etc.). As I worked with occupational therapists, both of us members 
of a health care team designed to restore independence and quality to a patient's 
life, we were not thinking about ways to limit one another's professional prac
tice. We worked together for the benefit of the patient. 

The idea of working together and putting the patient first appears to get lost 
in this issue. Occupational therapists have an educational background resulting 
in a Bachelor of Science degree, which certainly prepares them to learn any 
skills necessary to use modalities. Continuing education courses are constantly 
available and often include both occupational and physical therapists in their 
target audience. 

I'm discouraged by the Montana Chapter's use of members time and money to 
support such a negative endeavor. Alienating members of a profession that 
we work closely with seems short sighted and unwise. Physical therapists work 
to restore a patient's mobility. Occupational therapists work to restore a 
patient's ability to perform functional activities. Both may need to use modal
ities to attain their goals. I hope we can pull together for the benefit of the 
patient. 

~.~&--- (~ 
Linda Barge, Physical Therapist 
Pediatric Therapy Association 

LB:mj 

occupational Tlierapy iJlssociates 



SENATE COMM rEE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, WELl :E AND SAFETY 
SENATE HEALTH & WELFARE 

To be 
their 

WITNESS STATEMENT 

EXHIBIT NO . ....t.f_---
OATE. /- /'1- q / 
BILL NO ~E 5cf 

a person who wants completed by a person testifying or 
tesJimony entered into the record. 

Date:-+/_.~i/~v.+/_/_G~V~ ______________________________________ _ 

'I' 
Name: ~ (,J..., 

Address: 6) -;CU't:/GI/V .{ e, 
/lJtA , /A(' , 

• 

Telephone Number: ~7J-J // dB' d-- f 
------------------~----------~----------------

Representing Whom? 

Appearing on which proposal? 

S1 
/ 

Do you: Support? ;,..,/ Amend? ----- Oppose? ____ _ 

Comments: 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 



SENATE COMMI~ .E ON PUBLIC HEALTH, WELFA AND SAFETY 
.. -----
_Exhibit # 9 

1-14-91 S8 54 

WITNESS STATEMENT 

To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Date: /- /<;/-9() 

Name: 11//("1 CP!J !Ie n 5, Ie k 
Address :-)ieL.:3 J"J. ! 6 Mi£ I 10, 

l/II/n-V15, )),7T 59/61 . 

. . 

./ ' i 

Telephone Number: 1[1;.2.' ,J1f - (.: c.5 ~ / 

Representing Whom? 
" 

m~D-;anc2 /)rt(,Lj!7?W<,:Or7/ 76r-:Y(7/oy Asset ,aitCh 
Appearing on which proposal? 

Do you: support?~ 

Comments: 

Amend? -- Oppose? __ _ 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 



SENATE COMM rEE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, WELl· .E AND SAFETY .. _____ _ 

WITNESS STATEMENT 

-Exhibit # 9 
1-14-91 S8 54 

To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Date: /:1 J,U"k 9"1 
!/ 

Name: bil-JV-if/? fu!< ad rxJ 
Address: ,Vq, ~f) Ucxy 

~u.1 0<. ( ~U- 2" 9' rf2? ., 
J . 

Telephone Number: 2 ~ /-; . 5):;2 y-
Representing Whom? ; 

/2Je&!cU;:; ~pu -+ J1! 0 r //. 
Appearing on which proposal? 

Do you: support?~end? __ Oppose? __ 

Comments: 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 



January 14, 1990 

To: The Honorable senator Dorothy Eck, Chair 

------_Exhibit # 9 
1-14-91 58 54 

My name is Elspeth Richards and I've been a practicing 
occupational Therapist for 14 years. As the director of the 
largest occupational Therapist department in the state of 
Montana, I would like to make some comments regarding the issue 
of the use of physical agents by occupational Therapists. 

1. At our hospital, 23 occupational Therapists work closely, 
daily with.:.2b Physical Therapists. The O.T./P.T. relationship has 
always been extremely good. We share information, sometimes co
treating patients. Our model, educationally, is to share 
information openly to any other discipline interested. It is not 
uncommon for a therapist to return from a workshop and share 
information to their peers, whatever the discipline. 

I find it discouraging that some professionals choose to 
attack others rather than working cooperative to achieve the very 
best care for the patients. 

I would like you to be aware, it is by no means all Physical 
Therapists who challenge the Occupational Therapist licensure 
bill. Many will not be here, write, or call, but still are 
supportive of the concept that, as professionals, we are skilled 
enough to determine the appropriate and proper use of physical 
agents guided by our own professional code of ethics. 

2. At our hospital, we treat a wide variety of diagnoses--
orthopedic, brain injuries, arthritis, neurologic patients and 
more. The physical agents in question have been used 
historically by O.T.'s and P.T.'s to improve the patients 
condition. Commonly, in Occupational Therapy the agent is 
followed by a functional activity to facilitate the extremities 
use in activities of daily living. It does not duplicate, but 
provides yet an additional opportunity for the patients to 
improve his or her lost skill. 

3. One of my biggest concerns is that of patients care. I have 
recently hired a hand specialist from the internationally known 
Seattle Hands Surgeons Group. If she is restricted from the use 
of physical agents, she will choose to leave the state since it 
will significantly affect her treatment options. 

There is a national shortage of Occupational Therapists, 
including hand therapists and the consumer, our patients, are the 
ones who will lose. 



SENATE COMMr :E ON PUBLIC HEALTH, WELFA 

WITNESS STATEMENT 

AND SAFETY.- / (f,e '". ;J 
_Exhibit # 9 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Da t e : I !rcr( 1 ( 

Name: ;){tW] L)[Ji«LI 
Address: 3137 (Jt(j,i (({ &'()/ R ecufl 

JY-uJO~5tr;'[& n11,')C[f,)0 
Telephone Number: 777'>:Zf?/s 
Representing Whom? 

rn 0 /lr-/tu7ti J C &50 C .. 

Appearing on which proposal? 

Yo sL/ 
Do you: Support? k/ Amend? -- Oppose? __ 

Comments: 

Ii A~t 'Ii-< (J7 1)1 tl, fC'Sllfjg, ~ rk 

I -' 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 
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WITNESS STATEMENT 

AND 
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SAFETY - Exhi bi t # 9 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Date: ~4N-- ~f ( 'it 
~ ~ 

Name: 
----~~--~~~------,-~~-------------------------------

Address: .~T-; 
---+------4--4----------~--~-------------------------

t M.(~ ~11o( . 
Telephone Numbe r : __ 1,--()_b __ 1_t_~_A _6'_CJ~I._() _. _-------'-----
Representing Whom? 

5h01 ~tA-.er5 
Appearing on which proposal? 

7<7 5'1 
Do you: Support? ~ Amend? -- Oppose? ____ _ 

Comments: 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 



WITNESS STATEMENT 

To be completed by a person testifying or 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Dated !is I~-t>\ day of .1m IA.llY J 
Name: ~£( ci; Le \AJ (~~ 
Address: \ 4 L A IdexsCl r) -kv-f-

S'[ II in6S Nl--r 6G)' 10 I 
Telephone Number: tfO!e - 7..EPJ - I () [ L 

Representing whom? 

\vt OV1~Pr Oc(,,\}.p-b'OV1A I \her-.tI-Pj 
Appearing on which proposal? 

5utA-k ·bocll sy 
Do you: Support? ~ Amend? 

) --
Comments: 

.------
_Exhibit # 9 
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a person who wants 

, 1991. 

Oppose? __ 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Da te: -=-~ 0.. n., \ ~ ( \ 5 '5 I 

Name: :s: ~ ~&u.e..c 
Address: 1?:>2 O· 9~ ~A- l 

G'£>=d 
I 

Telephone Number: ____ =z~J~{~·_-_(~.~Z~O=_~l-----------------------------
Representing Whom? 

of 'J)e.-b rV-.. r. 
Appearing on which proposal? 

Sf> ~9{-
Do you: Support? __ Amend? -- Oppose? __ 

Comments: 

4& li:ni:v -tJv;, ol~ 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 



January 14, 1991 

Senate Health Care Committee 
Chairman and Members of the Committee 

.. ----
_ Exhibit # 9 

1-14-91 SB 54 

As Chairman of the licensure board for occupational therapy 
and a practicing therapist for the past 14 years, I am 
writing to you today rather than attend this hearing as I 
am treating one of Montana's most valuable resources, its 
citizens. It has been extremely difficult for me to 
maintain a neutral position on this legislation for a 
number of reasons, mainly the timeliness of this issue and 
the diverse interests of the professionals involved. My 
initial reaction of learning that this bill was proceeding 
on January 4, was opposition, and to some extent remains 
the same unless changes can be made to the satisfaction of 
the parties involved. 

It appears that the primary issue at stake here is 
providing quality care to our patients and the maintenance 
of the integrity of health care practitioners. Throughout 
the state, Montana as a whole cannot afford to lose any of 
its citizens, whether they are patients who cannot get 
adequate heal thcare or health care providers who cannot 
practice their profession. 

I urge the committee to hear all of the issue and allow the 
task force previously established to find language suitable 
to all parties concerned. 

Again, as I stated before our patients and their welfare 
versus professionals and their "turf" are the issue. I 
have great faith that all parties involved will find a 
solution and help Montana remain the great state that it is 
for all of its citizens. 

Sincerely, 

~!'~ 
Debra J. Ammondson, MOT, OTR/L 
Assistant Director, 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Services 
Columbus Hospital 
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SENATE COMMr :E ON PUBLIC HEALTH, WELFA . AND SAFETY. .. 

WITNESS STATEMENT 

Exhibit # 9 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Date: /- /L/- 91 

Telephone Number: c2Cft-130J> :. . 
Representing Whom? 

.-:- 1 

{)r I 5 
Appearing on which proposal? 

#S{ 
Do you: support?A- Amend? __ 

Comments: 

1; 

Oppose? __ 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 



SUPPORT SENATS BILL #54 
VIV OSTERHILLER, BILLINGS HT 

1 _____ __ 

Exhibit # 9 
1-14-91 S8 54 

GOOD AFTERNOON, MY NA..'1E IS VIV OSTERMILLER. I'M FROM BILLINGS. MY 

ORTHOPEDIC SL~GEON IS DR. JEFF Hfu~SEN. HE REFERRED ME TO AN OCCUPATIONAL 

THERAPIST AFTER I CAUGHT rIT Afu'1 IN A BOX CRUSHER AT BUTTREY'S WHERE I 

USED TO WORK. 

AFTER ONE OF MY SURGERIES -- MY HAND WAS SO SWOLLEN AND SO PAINFUL. MY THERAPIST 

USSD ICE PACKS. THIS HELPED WITH THE SWELLING fu~D }UillE IT ALOT MORE 

CO},lFORTABLE WHEN SHE MADE MY SPLINT. 

MY THERAPIST HAS WOR.'ZE:J IN THIS STATE FOR OVER TWO YEARS. SHE HAS USED 

HOT PACKS AND COLD PACKS ALL ALONG AND HAS HELPED Mfu~Y MORE THAN THE 

TWO OF US YOU SEE HERE TODAY. WE'RE VERY LUCKY. I HOPE THAT YOU WILL 

S:":2PORT 1154, SO THAT OTHERS CAN CONTINUE TO GET GOOD CARE. THfu~K-YOU 
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a person who wants 

Da t e : I ( I '-j 14 I 
--~J~~I~~---------------------------------------------

Name: J4 &{ A. L IJ ev~ ...... ) (XV'-/ L . .: J1=:-cC& JL.o kbv.A C\T\-j C 

Address: :;Y6 ~7 {O rf M I J J<.v- ~. 'TLJ 
L(J{41 Mr S1f;OJ 

o • .. , 
Telephone Number: 1~6 ., <{ItO 'I ~?,-.f :i t7 0 

--~~--------7~~--~-------------'---------

Representing Whom? 

~A .C./, k 
Appearing on which proposal? 

Hi> 5tf 
Do you: support?~ 

Comments: 

~;.' 

Amend? -- Oppose? __ 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 
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WITNESS STATEMENT 

To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Dated this !:.; day of ~ ~ 
Name:~44& D~ 
Address: • ,c:;Z? S f?odati-:J< 

/(U e; 4/f C{ J11 T 

, 1991. 

Telephone Number : ___ ....... y_l{"---'-i_----'~~&'_q_r+__--------
Representing whom? 

Appearing on which proposal? 

SiS 5 (/ 

Do you: Support? ~ Amend? -- Oppose? __ 

" v i 

Ii . 
PLEASE LE~V AN'1 ;:EP~E~~STAT MENTS .3lT~ THE COl1MIT:~7:7. SECRETARY /)/7 
~ kJ.,L /~/, ~~.~~dH~) ~ :;- . -7 (t;-
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WITNESS STATEMENT 

To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Date: ____ ~/_·-~/~y~-q~/ __________________________________ __ 

Name: Ri Lkie< "'1C!>UJ 

Address: 't'7,5 (i)hloSpn09 hJ"i!.. 

&Jllngs) fVrr 
Telephone Number: ____ ~a_~~~~q~3~7~4~· ____ ~ ______________________ __ 
Representing Whom? 

Appearing on which proposal? 

Pn°l/(rb cibgv> / J~lQTff 
Do you: Support? ~ Amend? --- Oppose? __ 

Comments: 

I 

!huptW(r)~ ) Phy sa 4J ) 

... -- . " 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 
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WITNESS STATEMENT 

To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Dated this ~day of --.JC?k.A/C--1 , 1991. 

Name: <;;e.mt: A < C-te~~P] 
Address: y"f t-i&bcf. {( r-t

(('s-sovk. ,liT S7frJL 
Telephone Number: 'JZ r--O/cz ( 

Appearing on which proposal? 

Do you: Support? ~ ... Amend? 
-- Oppose? __ 

. )./( ,';;JuJ q I 

IV'- v 
~. ~ 

Comments: 

J 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Dated this Ii:{ 
-(' . 

day of ___ .~~~n~\~!b~r~\~/ ______ ' 1991. , 
Name: "'-..\ lA..yu~"l :bCt\AY 

Address: \ ~2C) q 12: ,Si. >to. it I Li 
byeJ FtA)Js 1 W, 5 qy 0 '5 

Telephone Number: ___ J~J~I_-_l~3~o~I __________________________ __ 
Representing whom? 

/'1\1. 0 «(. Ass (y\ \ 0', - P 1"' IK sk. L'{~e. 
I 

Appearing on which proposal? 

Si) ;\t=6~' 

Do you: support?L r Amend?L Oppose? __ 

~~-~ Comments: 

As ~.d:k luu ;# 51 ~ 

-Z/~0· 

~~aI~c4~ 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY 
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Telephone Number: __ ~~~ __ ~~~G~,/_-~C~jG_'~t~~~ __________________ ___ 

Representing whom? 
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Appearing on which proposal? 
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Amend?X Oppose? __ Do you: support~ 
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To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Dated this '/:1 day of J""~,~ , 1991. 
--~~~!-----------

Name: l-~ .' . " AI , t~,:; hI ItT, 
j 

Address: pc) !3c,J( J</ / 

/ 
Telephone Number: "/'/6 II I :z-

---------~~~~-------------------------------

Representing whom? 

Appearing on which proposal? 

Do you: Support? ----- Amend? ---- Oppose? ~> 

Comments: 
.~ .. 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY 



MONTANA CHAPTER 
OF THE 

AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION 

January 14, 1991 

To: The Senate Publ ic Health, Welfare, and Safety Committee 

Re: Senate Bi 11 54, A bi 11 modifying the OccupatS£RME HEALTH & WELFARE 
Therapy Practice Act 

EXHIBIT No ...... I __ / ___ J ___ _ 
Dear Chairman Eck, and Members of the Committee, DATE./-!~-·91 

I am Lorin R. Wright,P.T. President of the M~H-le~~.s 0f85t.f. 
Chapter of the American Physical Therapy Association. The 
Montana Chapter represents approximately 72 percent of the 
practicing Physical Therapists in the State of Montana. It 
is the position of the Montana Chapter that we cannot 
support this bil 1 as introduced. 

Key Points of Testimony: 

1. Physical Therapists have been asked to teach 
physical agents and procedures to Occupational Therapists 
due to their lack of knowledge in these areas. 

2. Multiple attempts at opening communication over the 
issues were made by the Montana Chapter of the APTA which 
failed or were ignored by the Occupational Therapists. 

3. At the request of the OT/s a joint task force was 
formed to investigate the issues and who recommends no 
legislation at this time and further investigation of the 
problems between the professions. This legislation 
undermines the function and success of this task force. 

4. This ~s a turf battle not of oue choosing 
regrettably staged at this hearing. 

o. The OT language as~s noc oniy co 
and any thing they wish in the future. 

,-,~ 

,_, ..I. 

6. This results in dupl ication of treatment and 
increased cost to patients and payors. 

7. A survey of OT educational programs indicates a 
severe lack of educational preparation for the asked for 
services. They ace also not tested on these items in their 
Ii censure exams. 

8. The primary concern of the Montana Chapter of the 
APTA is to protect the public of Montana. 

To provide an historical perspectlve on ~his issue, the 
Montana Chapter of the APT A was first made aware of a 
problem with Occupational Therapists using the~apeutlc 
agents when our officers were being cont~cted by our members 
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from several areas of the state who were being asked to 
instruct Occupational Therapists in their hospitals to use 
therapeutic agents and specific procedures. These ranged 
from heating and electrical modalities to joint mobilization 
and gait training. Our response to this was to contact the 
state occupational therapy association which resulted in a 
meeting being set which was abruptly cancel led by the 
occupational therapists. Further attempts to open 
corrmunication by us were unanswered. Finally this last 
October a joint task force was established (at the request 
of the Occupational Therapists) with both associations 
appointing three members each to investigate the issues and 
work on mutually acceptable solutions. This process is not 
complete and has been undermined by this legislation. Our 
Chapter has voted unanimously to support the efforts of the 
task force and feel it is premature to be debating 
legislation on this issue and regretable that a turf battle 
which we have been forced into must take place at this 
hearing. 

The Occupational therapists have expressed that they 
feel we are inhibiting their profession and taking away some 
cnln96 they are preSentlY performing. 7hls is untcue. they 
presently are performing activities which this body has not 
given statutory authority. 

Our interpretation of what is being asked for in this 
bi I I is not only to practice Occupational Therapy but also 
Physical Therapy! This would lead to needless duplication 
of treatment and needless increase in costs to patients and 
payors. These are two necessary but separate professions 
requiring separate ski lIs and therefore I icensed separately. 

Our research of over 30 Occupational Therapy schools 
i nd i cat es a severe I ack of eciuca tl ona 1 prepara ti Oil for t;1e 
use of physical therapeutic agents and procedures. This is 
ve~!fled by the requests from Occupational Therapists to be 
instructed in the use of these agents and procedures. 7his 
therefore leaves the publ ic of Montana unprotected. The 
unlimited wording used in their proposed legislation would 
al low expansion into areas now undefined without knowledge 
of educational preparation. Their present wording regarding 
the supervision of Certified Occupational Therapy Assistants 
would al low delegation to even lesser educated individuals. 

Even though this appears as a conflict between these 
two professions the primary concern must be the protection 
of the pub I i c . 

Sincerely. 

~L..- :A! , 4)"'-71:7. r:~, 
Lorin R. Wright, President 
Montana Chapt~r APIA 
P.O. Box 430 
Red Lodge. Mt. 59068 



DATE: January 14, 1991 

FROM: 

Senate Public Health committ~e ~ 
Richard Gajdosik, PT, PhD D~ SENATE HEALTH & WElFAr 
Associate Professor and Cha~an EXHIBIT No . ....:/..:./ ___ ~ 

TO: 

Ph¥sica~ Therapy Department 0 JE / - pl- 1'/ 
Unl.versl.ty of Montana A! 

Bill NO. j 13 5 ':L 
RE: senate Bill 54 

I am opposed to this Bill because it defines occupational therapy 
as the "use of physical therapeutic agents and procedures." I 
find this definition too broad and not in line with what I know 
about the educational preparation of occupational therapists. I 
want to share with you what physical agents include, how our 
program prepares physical therapists in the use of physical 
agents, and why I believe this definition is inappropriate. 

Physical Therapeutic Agents include many physical agents that 
require in-depth study and practice prior to learning safe and 
effective treatment. It includes the application of superficial 
infrared heat and cold (such as whirlpool, hot packs, paraffin 
bath, light, and various cold therapies), deep heat (such as 
microwave and shortwave diathermy, and ultrasound therapy), 
electrodiagnosis and electrotherapy (such as transcutaneous 
electrical nerve stimulation, high voltage galvanic stimulation, 
functional electrical stimulation, nerve conduction velocity, 
electromyography and biofeedback). It also includes the 
application of various spinal traction procedures. Defining 
occupational therapy as this Bill does is too broad and would 
allow occupational therapist to practice outside the role and 
scope of their profession in light of their basic educational 
preparation. To my knowledge, their education does not include 
the study of physical agents. This I know from a recent survey we 
conducted. Examination of the curricula of a representative 
sample of 16 occupational therapy programs from throughout the 
United states revealed that none included formal courses in 
physical agents. Thus, they do not have a basic education in 
physical agents, and I don't believe continuing education courses 
alone would be adequate to cover this deficiency. 

Physical therapy programs, on the other hand, include classroom 
instruction, laboratory practice and clinical practice of 
physical agents in order to meet accreditation standards and 
criteria. Our students receive in-depth instruction in basic and 
applied sciences, including pathology and pathophysiology, in 
order to understand the normal physiology, abnormal physiology, 
indications and contra indications of the application of physical 
agents. Physical agents are tested on the licensure examination: 
I doubt that they are tested for occupational therapy licensure 
because they are not taught. The rigorous education we provide 
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for physical therapists is done for one fundamental reason, to 
produce clinicians who can apply physical agents in a safe and 
effective manner. Meeting accreditation standards and criteria, 
and the licensure exam are the methods used to ensure the safety 
of patients, and this I am sure is a concern of yours. The safety 
of the public should be protected. 

I find it disturbing that the occupational therapists wish to 
skip the basic step of a formal educational preparation, 
particularly in view of the academic and clinical rigors that we 
must meet in order to prepare physical therapists. 

In closing, I believe this Bill is premature and far too open
ended. I Thank you, senators, for your time. 
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Exhibit 11 also contains education requirements for 
Occupational Therapists from 14 schools. The originals are 
stored at the Montana Historical Society, 225 North Roberts, 
Helena, MT 59601. (Phone 406-444-4775) 
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Testimony given before the Senate Public Health Committee regarding 
Senate Bill 54. 

My name is Gail iVheatley. I am a physical therapist in Great Falls 
and the Physical Therapist chair of the joint PT/OT Task Force I am 
about to describe to you. 

Following the SRS hearing in April on the use of and reimbursement for 
physical agents by OT's and the requested Attorney General's opinion, 
communication between PT and OT disintegrated in the state and was 
relegated to occasional barbs and lack of discussion. 

I met with Deb Arnmondson OT and Abby Meschberger PT in Great Falls to 
determine if there was a way to begin to talk about this issue and 
its potential for resolution. Both Chapters agreed to form a PT/OT 
joint Task Force comprised of 3 members each and they were appointed 
by respective Executive Committees. 

The first meeting was held in October, and the groundwork laid. Issues 
were clarified on both sides and a better understanding of each other 
obtained. We agreed to meet again in December and continue along ~uer 
more clearly defined avenue toward agreement. I asked Janet~, OT 
member of the Task Force, if any legislation was ~lanned by the OT's. 
She asked her Chapter President and was toldA~8~~ ~e met on December 
g and drew up our proposal with the agreement that legislation at that 
late date would not be wise and began to formulate a written plan for 
possible legislation in 1993. You have a copy of the final draft 
proposal in front of you. 

No member of the joint task force had prior knowledge of this bill. 
The OT's were informed a few daYS before its introduction. This member 
read it in the Tribune Tuesday: January 8. Deb Arnmondson has geRt "iV<!fl ffVL 

~t~ that, as chair of the OT licensing Board, they also 
had no prior knowledge, nor was the general OT membership given an 
opportunity to vote. 

The joint Task Force was formed in good faith to initiate dialogue 
with the end point being satisfactory resolution on both sides for a 
united front if legislation were proposed. This already-in-place 
mechanism was preempted and surreptitiously derailed. We believe the 
wtential remains for continued work toward agreement and, in fact, the 
MT Chapter APTA, at its regular winter meeting this past weekend, 
unanimously voted to support the continued mission of the Task Force, 
regardless of whatever legislative outcome. 
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This bill contradicts all recommendations of the Task Force and no 
input was requested prior to introduction of this bill. The proposal 
indicates an immediate charge of information-gathering, with respect 
to education, accreditation, and licensing. Listed under Future 
Process is "develop an action plan forlong term formal resolution, 
including possible legislative activity, with cooperation of both 
executive boards." This was sent out lll1der a cover letter dated 
January 7. 

I ask you to oppose this bill in its current form and return respon
sibility to the Chapters and their Task Force, to carefully study our 
problems, potential solutions, options and areas for compromise. We 
need more time. We cannot decide the course of OT and PT in Montana 
with no joint deliberations. 

Thank you. 

~-&z(/ !rJAevrXbt ff 
&1/61'<.-

Janet ~, OT member of the Task Force, is in the audience, and I 
would like her please to stand and verify that this information, with 
regard to the Task Force's purpose, goals, and recommendations, is 
correct. 
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37-11-101. Definitions. Unless the context requires otherwise. in this 
chapter the following definitions apply: 

(1) ., Physical therapy" means the evaluation, treatment. and instruction of 
human beings to detect. assess, prevent. correct. alleviate. and limit physical 
disability, bodily malfunction and pain. injury, and any bodily 01' mental con
ditions by the use of therapeutic exercise and rehabilitative procedures for the 
purpose of preventing, correcting. or alleviating a physical or mental disabil
ity. 

(2) "Physical therapist" or "physiotherapist" means a person who prac
tices physical therapy. 

(3) "Physical therapy student" or "physical therapy intern" means an 
individual enrolled in an accredited physical therapy curriculum and who. as 
part of his professional. educational. and clinical training. is practicing in a 
physical therapy setting under the direction. guidance. and observation of-a 
licensed physical therapist. 

(4) "Physical therapy assistant" means a person who is a graduate of an 
accredited curriculum appro\'ed by the board and who assists a physical 
therapist in the practice of physical therapy and whose activities require an 
understanding of physical therapy. 

15) "Physical therapy practitioner", "physical therapy specialist", "physio
therapy practitioner", or "manual therapists" are equivalent terms. and any 
derivation of the above or any letters implying the above are equivalent 
terms; any reference to anyone of them in this chapter inclue:-'; the others 
but does not include certified corrective therapists or massage therapists. 

(6) "Physical therapy aide" means a person who aids in the practice of 
physical therapy and whose activities requite on-the-job training and super
vision by a licensed physical therapist who must be available for periodic 
checks during any procedure or treatment involving a patient. 

(7) "Board" means the board of physical therapy examiners provided for 
in 2-15-1858. 

(8) "Department" means the department of commerce pro\-ided for in 
Title 2. chapter 15. part 18. 

(9) "Hearing" means the adjudicative proceeding concerning the issuance. 
denial. suspension. or revocation of a license. after which the appropriate 
action toward an applicant or licensee is to be determined by the board. 

Histo'!': En. Sec. 1. Ch. 39. L ~: amd. Sec. :!~I. Ch. 350. L I'J"~: R.C..\1. 19~7. 
66-2501(part): amd. Sees. 3. 5. Ch. ~91. L 1979: amd. Sec. 3. Ch. :!7~. L 1981. 

37-11-104. Physical therapy - evaluation and treatment. i 1) 
Physical therapy evaluation includes the administration. interpretation. and 
evaluation of tests and measurements of bodily functions and structures: the 
development of a plan of treatment: consultative. educational. and other advi
sorv services: and instruction and supervision of supportive personnel. 

l
' (2) Treatment employs. for therapeutic effects. physical measures. activi

ties and devices. for preventive. ~nd .therapeutic p~rposes. exe.rcises: rehabilita
tive procedures. massage. moblhzatlOn. and physIcal agents lOcludmg but not 
limited to mechanicai devices. heat. cold. air. light. water. electricity. and 
sound. 

(3) The evaluation and treatment procedures listed in subsections (ll and 
(2) may be performed by a licensed physical therapist without referral. 

Histor)-: En. Sec. ~. Ch. ~9l. L 19-9: amd. Sec. l. Ch. !~O. L 1981: amd. Sec. 3. Ch. 55. 
L 198~. 
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Suite 703G • Medical Arts Center 
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SENATE HEALTH & WELFARE 
EXHIBIT NO. ! ¥ --------

DATE.. I - / r.f -1 / 
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KEY POINTS REGARDING SENATE BILL 54 

1: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS ARE ATTEMPTING TO TOTALLY ASSUME 
RESPONSIBILITIES AND PRACTICE OF PHYSICAL THERAPY. 

2: PHYSICAL THERAPY AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ARE DISTINCT 
PROFESSIONS INCLUDING THEIR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND. 

3: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS DO NOT RECEIVE THE NECESSARY 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING TO PERFORM THE DUTIES COMMENSURATE 
WITH THIS BILL. 

4: ALLOWING THIS BILL CAN HAVE THREE HARMFUL AFFECTS: 

A: Direct soft tissue or bone harm in the form of burns or 
strains. 

B: Inappropriate use or sequence leading to exacerbation 
of pathology extending recovery time. 

C: Significant increase in cost to patients and payors 
because of lack of knowledge of when and when not to 
use physical therapeutic agents and procedures. 

5: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS DO NOT POSSESS THE NECESSARY 
CLINICAL DECISION MAKING SKILLS TO PRACTICE PHYSICAL 
THERAPY. 

6: THE PUBLIC IS CLEARLY NOT BEING SERVED BY THIS LEGISLATION. 

Gary Lusin, P.T. 
Mary Jo Lusin, P.T. 
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Suite 703G • Medical Arts Center 
300 North Willson 
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(406) 587-4501 

TO: Senate Public Health Committee 

RE: Senate Bill 54 regarding Occupational Therapy 

Senate Bill 54 involves a one 
definition of occupational therapy. 
change is of major proportion. 
therapists would like the ability to 
an unlimited fashion. 

sentence change within the 
The significance of that 
In essence occupational 

practice physical therapy in 

I am opposed to this legislation based on the limited or non 
existent training within occupational therapy which would allow 
them to practice as proposed. The two professions have different 
educational emphasis and training, the practitioners within each 
profession hold different philosophies and concepts regarding 
evaluation and treatment for most conditions, the licensing exams 
of each profession reflect the academic and clinical eduction 
received, and state practice acts should define clearly the roll 
and scope of each profession. This bill attempts to confuse even 
more a very complex issue. 

The primary purpose of state practice acts is to provide some 
assurance of public protection. In my opinion Senate Bill 54 as 
proposed totally ignores any attempt to protect the public. The 
Senate Public Health Committee should pay special attention to 
the education and training of occupational therapists with regard 
to physical therapeutic agents and physical therapeutic 
procedures. Through my investigation it appears that 
occupational therapists in no way have the appropriate academic 
or clinical background in making important clinical decisions 
regarding the use of physical agents nor many physical 
therapeutic procedures. 

Because I know how to operate a wrench does not make me a 
mechanic. The fact that I have dissected a human cadaver does 
not make me a surgeon. The fact that an occupational therapist 
may learn how to turn on an ultrasound machine does not make them 
a physical therapist. My point is that certain clinical decision 
making factors must come into play even when the simplest of 
physical agents (ie, hot pack, cold pack, etc.) are being 
considered for application to a patient. 

The committee's concern for public protection should fall in the 
following three areas: 

Gary Lusin, P.T. 
Mary Jo Lusin, P.T. 
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1: PHYSICAL HARM TO A PATIENT. 

Any physical agent has the potential to physically harm 
a patient. Hot packs can burn, cold packs can freeze, 
etc. 

The electro-modalities which would include ultrasound 
hold particular concern. Ultrasound can burn tissue 
very rapidly and can disrupt the outer layer of bone 
which is called the periosteum. Diathermy also holds 
particular caution both in burning the patient or even 
burning equipment adjacent to the patient. 

The electrical stimulation physical agents present 
concerns regarding superficial tissue burns with 
inappropriate current all the way to deep muscle burns 
or strains depending on what type of current is used 
along with the intensity, frequency, and duration. 

Placing physical agents such as these in the hands of 
occupational therapists who can not demonstrate 
appropriate training is certainly not in the best 
interest of the public. 

2: POTENTIAL EXACERBATION OF SYMPTOMS. 

It is not necessary for the physical agents to produce 
significant harmful affects but they can also easily 
exacerbate a patient's condition and prolong recovery 
if the physical agents are not properly selected. This 
would include appropriate evaluation and assessment as 
to the appropriate physical agent for the condition, 
appropriate application, and then assessment as to 
whether or not that treatment is facilitating or 
inhibiting recovery. Depending upon the stage of the 
healing process inappropriate use of physical agents 
can lead to unnecessary discomfort on the part of the 
patient, and limited function. 

3: INCREASED COST TO PATIENTS AND INSURERS. 

A critical consideration should be that without 
necessary training both academically and clinically, it 
is entirely possible, and most likely probable, that 
patients will be subjected to a variety of unnecessary 
physical agent treatments which someone will have to 
pay for. I would think this factor alone would cause 
the Senate Public Health Committee to be sure beyond a 
doubt that occupational therapists do have the training 
and education to appropriately use physical agents or 
physical therapeutic procedures that will not add to 
the cost of health care. 
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The term of physical therapeutic procedure is also of significant 
concern. It has been stated several times by occupational 
therapists, and is on record at least at one hearing in the past, 
that their concept of their practice act is that if it doesn't 
say they can't do it, then they can. If an occupational 
therapist feels that a colonic irrigation is necessary to improve 
the function of a patient, will they then be able to do that. 
Will they be able to perform soft tissue mobilization, joint 
mobilization or manipulation, spinal traction, or other 
sophisticated techniques. This whole area needs to be 
significantly challenged by the Senate Public Health Committee 
because the language as proposed is far too broad for a 
profession with limited education. If occupational therapists 
had the education they claim they have, then why we would be 
having occupational therapists in various parts of the state ask 
physical therapists how to do everything from applying a hot pack 
to how to use various electrical stimulation units, to treating 
shoulder patients with various mobilizations and other 
procedures? I maintain that the language as proposed is entirely 
too broad and is foregoing protection of the public. I urge ,you 
to oppose the Senate Bill 54 as initially proposed. 
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To be completed by a person testifying or 
their testimony entered into the record. 

SENATE HEALTH & WElfARE 
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DATE. / - /1 -q ( 
Bill NO. ~ 13 aU 

a person who wantS-

Dated this ttl '1: day of //1 • '. 1 I 1991 c -J '1\./ \~_ (! r \ I , 0 
--~~~~~~/~-----

N 
j\. /1.. \ 

ame: _____ '~ZJ~/~OLY~~A~)~~~ __ ~L1~t~~.~i~E~n~~~~/------------------________________ _ 

Address 00 OJ -, i /7.--,' ~ ,.--c:. 0-~ L rf / 6 j- '+::;1 , . 
--~--~--~~~----~~---------------------------------

/) .o1 //I Of.5-/ fl7T «,.'}Cf / ()~~ 

Telephone Number: .:J CJy / ,j b D -----------------------------------------------
Representing whom? 

Appearing on which proposal? 

Do you: Support? ____ _ 

Comments: 

.. ti. 
b· 

Amend? --- Oppose? >( 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE S2CRETARY 
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,J~nuary l4, 1~91 

'1'0. Melll.bex;'s ot benate P\lbllC H&alr,h Com,,"; ':."~"", Dorothy Eck, 
Chairman 

1 am .a phY£1C'J.an who util1!.e8 both phy~'-~~: :uid occupat.ional 
t.ru!rapy ('!xtens1vely. .l. ~"oulu liktit to address :,:·:,;:~nc~I"1").& rflgardln9 
til:! ~4. 

'l'he purpose ot t.h:!", bill is to ")(~~:"~ ':he pract.1e,. ot 
ouC'upat;lonal ther.ilpy treat.l!Iant. As 5t~t.ed, ":.uc~,:~'ent includes but 
is not limlted to t.he use ot phYlI!I1ea..L tt;;O:~~;:~!Jtlc agent.s and 
proc~dt)n~s". In t.he past I have seen ot.I'ler pr-::'!,,-:::ons change t.he1r 
pr~ctice ;acts t.o rn,:)r~ s~c1.t1l:::A.llV define U-;.'<.;; ~':;ope ot practice 
and present proVj.!lI10n at sf!I'Vicee. However. a ;.':,5-'..ssion should not 
c.!hange its practl.c@ act to encompass present ,2-·~:tlces or expand 
into ~reas tor wh10h t.hat profession is not :;',;'l: itied. In this 
bX'oad expan~ion ot the OT .lIIot 1 am concem~d :-~. ~ -:; may happen. 

From my understanding of ~he1r educat1c~~; ~~ckground. O.T.s 
do not reoeivQ thf3 basic education nlJcessary t. ~·.l':i tize all physicaJ. 
therapel,ltic agAnts oX' procedur •• ~ !'lor doe~ ':~~ir lieense exam 
inc-lude any formal testing of these ar@AS 1:', addition, OT' s 
@ducation is concent.rated on treatment ot th"':-?'::r ~~t.rem1ty. 

_As a physician, I want to know that lfty '?'~'; ..,,·ts al:'e receiving 
yervices hom the apDro[uUt.e professional < ':"i!one trained t.o 
perform tM!'!\. Thentore, I feel that OT's gh-" "ot he allowed to 

'p-xpand tlieir prac:tice t.o include ~~:'-; '.it1es/ rocedures 
lJot:.ll their co .l.ege cur.r1eull.ll'1\& and l ee-~'.'··~ exaros in_ ca e 
a.d~qll ... t~ prAparat.ion. ~erhapa OT's could. per:~'{"" some 8uperf al 
modalities such a.s heat or lee, it they can ~.~""ol.!i'tely d.l'aonstrate 
a knowledge 0:1: t.heir appl::c~ri.te use and prl? ~-"'-';-,' ~ns, however. it 
t.h@ o'r pract1.ce act wa~ ex~anded to allow th;. ~ .:;;~ of slJpertidsl 
modal1tle!i, it should be limited to the app::>t':on to thQ upper 
extremity only. 

I appreciate your Attention to my eOf,::" ;-'-~ and urfJe you to 
vot~ against sa 54 as proposed. 
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UT-PATIENT SERVICES 

: Stillwater Community Hospital 
iIIIII P_O_ Box 959 

Columbus, MT 59019 
Ph 322-5316 

Western Manor Nursing Home 
.. 2115 Central Avenue 

Billings, MT 59102 
Ph 656-6500 

Cm.~·TRACTED SERVICES 

.:; Saint Johns Lutheran Home 
Billings Heights 

.. 1415 Yellowstone River Road 
Billings, MT 59105 
Ph 245-9330 

~ Stillwater Convalescent Center 
350 West Pike Avenue 
Columbus, MT 59019 
Ph 322-5342 

.. Western Manor Nursing Home 
2115 Central Avenue 
Billings, MT 59102 
Ph 656-6500 

.. 

-
-

Dianne Allen, P.T. P.O. Box 50013, Billings, Montana 59105-0013 

To: MEMBERS OF THE MoNTANA STATE SENATE PUBLIC HEALTH COMMITTEE 

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS MY OPPOSITION j 
. -'. '," 

TO THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY BILL, S,B, 54, 

I AM OPPOSED TO S,B, 54 BECAUSE I FEEL IT IS AN ATTEMPT 

BY THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS IN MONTANA TO EXPAND 

THEIR SCOPE OF PRACTICE WITHOUT REGARDS TO THEIR 

EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION, EXPERTISE OR PROFICIENCY, 

INDEED, THE WORDING OF THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION, 

"TREATMENT INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THE USE 

OF THERAPEUTIC PHYSICAL AGENTS AND PROCEDURES", IS 

SUCH THAT THERE IS NO· LIMIT TO THE PRACTICE OF 

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY, Is THIS IN THE BEST INTEREST 

OF THE CITIZENS OF MONTANA? I THINK NOT, THE 

SCOPE OF ANY PROFESSION'S PRACTICE SHOULD BE LIMITED 

BY THEIR EDUCATION AND PROFICIENCY, 

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF S,B, 54 HAVE BEEN THAT 

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS REQUIRE THE ABILITY TO USE 

THERAPEUTIC PHYSICAL AGENTS AS ADJUNCTS TO OCCUPA

TIONAL THERAPY TREATMENT IN MANY INSTANCES IN ORDER 
TO EFFECTIVELY TREAT THEIR PATIENTS, I WOULD LIKE 
TO SUBMIT FOR CONSIDERATION THE FACT THAT THEIR IS 
A PROFESSION IN MONTANA WHICH IS LICENSED TO TREAT 

PATIENTS WITH THERAPEUTIC PHYSICAN AGENTS AND 

PROCEDURES AND THAT THIS PROFESSION IS THE PRACTICE 

OF PHYSICAL THERAPY. THEREFORE, IF A PATIENT 

REQUIRES TREATMENT WITH THERAPEUTIC PHYSICAL AGENTS 

AND PROCEDURES WOULDN'T IT BE APPROPRIATE FOR THE 

PATIENT TO BE REFERRED TO THE PROFESSIONAL WHO HAS 

BEEN LICENSED BASED ON EDUCATION AND PROFICIENCY 

TO PROVIDE TREATMENT WITH THERAPEUTIC PHYSICAL 

AGENTS AND PROCEDURES? 
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As CHAIRPERSON OF THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM OF 

THE MONTANA CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY 
ASSOCIATION I AM AWARE OF THE QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

CURRENTLY ENCOUNTERED BY THIRD PARTY PAYORS WHEN 
ATTEMPTING TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE REIMBURSEMENT 

FOR DUPLICATION OF SERVICES BETWEEN OCCUPATIONAL AND 
PHYSICAL THERAPY~ WHAT WILL THE FUTURE PROBLEMS 

BE IF THE SCOPE OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY IS EXPANDED 
SUCH THAT IT WILL DUPLICATE THE ENTIRE PRACTICE OF 
PHYSICAL THERAPY? 

AN ADDITIONAL ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPISTS EXPANDING THEIR SCOPE OF PRACTICE TO 

INCLUDE PHYSICAL THERAPY IS THE FACT THAT THERE IS 
A SHORTAGE OF PHYSICAL THERAPISTS IN MONTANA. IN
HERENT IN THIS ARGUMENT IS THE PREMISE THAT THERE 

ARE SUFFICIENT AND, PERHAPS, EVEN EXCESSIVE NUMBERS 

OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS IN MONTANA SUCH THAT, 

WITH TRAINING IN THERAPEUTIC PHYSICAL AGENTS AND 

PROCEDURES, THEY WILL BE ABLE TO FILL THE VOID OF 

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS. I THINK NOT! IT IS MY 
UNDERSTANDING THAT THERE IS A DEFINITE SHORTAGE 
OF OCCUPATIONAL AS WELL AS PHYSICAL THERAPISTS. 
SHOULDN'T THE EFFORTS AT "FILLING VOIDS" BE FIRST 
DIRECTED TOWARD YOUR OWN PROFESSION RATHER THAN 
CREATING A LARGER VOID BY PRACTICING A DIFFERENT 
PROFESSION? 

LASTLY, I WOULD LIKE TO ADDRESS THE ARGUMENT THAT, 

IF THE LACK OF COMPLEXITY IN THE USE OF SEVERAL 

THERAPEUTIC PHYSICAL AGENTS AND PROCEDURES IS SUCH 
THAT PATIENTS THEMSELVES CAN BE TAUGHT THE APPLICA
TION OF THEM, WHY CANNOT AN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST? 
I AGREE THAT THE APPLICATION OF SEVERAL OF THE 

PHYSICAL THERAPEUTIC AGENTS AND PROCEDURES CAN 
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EASILY BE TAUGHT, IT IS NOT THE LIMITED KNOWLEDGE 

IN THE ACTUAL TECHNICAL APPLICATION OF THE AGENTS 

AND PROCEDURES THAT IS IN QUESTION, IT IS THE 

ABILITY OF THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST, WHOSE EDUCA
TION DOES NOT INCLUDE INSTRUCTION IN THE PHYSIOLO
GICAL BASICS OF THERAPEUTIC PHYSICAL AGENTS AND 

PROCEDURES, TO DETERMINE WHEN IT IS APPROPRIATE 

TO USE VARIOUS AGENTS AND PROCEDURES AND TO ASSESS 

THE AFFECTS OF THOSE TREATMENTS THAT IS IN 
QUESTION, 

AGAIN, I WISH TO THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO EXPRESS MY OPPINIONS IN REGARDS TO S,B, 54 
AND FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO URGE YOU TO VOTE 
AGAINST IT, 

SINCERELY, 

tQ~ t. ~,If/, 
DIANNE C, ALLEN, P,T, 
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JANUARY 12. 1991 

Attentlcn: 1991 Montana LegIslature 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I'm w~ltlng In response to the news that th~ 
Uct;I..JPdCIUllcd Ther-ap15t::s inteno to Introduce leglsiatlon that 
1,.1111 c~scntlally remove any restrictions fe-om theIr praCl:.lce 
~.ct.. A:d d p[,'dc;ll(;lng Physica.l TheLapist vlho t,.lorkS d.a,Jly I,nth 
sever-al Occupatlonal Therap19ts, r feel such a 01 I I would 
olluw mdJlY Occupatl.onal Therapists to use mocal !tres a.nd 
other phYS!t.:d.1 a9~lIts that would be beyond the scope l:Jf 
theiL' present pc-otessJ.ona! tralnlrlg. FljJ:"thermore. that. 
~ltuation would greatly alfect the ~df~Ly uf Lhe general 
publIC uti J izing those services as It would seem the Board 
ut M~~Jcal Examlners would have a difficult tIme 
estacl lshlng the scope of Occupational Therapy. 

In the past two years, I hav~ been apPcodched on two 
occaSlon~ ~y dlfterent Occupational TherapIsts sol lCitJng 
Info['lIIdI.IOr. on the operatlorl cf a funcLioildl F!lectrlC muscle 
~I"lrnula.tcr <J:'~S). SpeCifics on the machIne par.amer.ers to 
lJse. /ut:dtl0n ,:tnd size or electrodes. ana Lr:'ec',tment protocol 
It/ere ("equ.ested. From the natuce ot Lhe questions and the 
t~r.::,3.ct.lcn to Ill!, dr1::;'..Iers. It was appat·ent thJS l.uEJi(; WdS net 
cove~ed 1n the Lndlvldudls' professional schoo! Lng. 

III u.lluth~L' ::llluQ.llon. I wo.s requesteQ tu dil!::!I,.J!:!r: 

quesLlons concernIng how to set a patient up for exerClse on 
an Uppec Bu~y Exer-clser. My questions about what specit:c 
treatmerlt goaJ~ the OT was tJ:"ylng to achieve were met wIth 
th~ ~LdL~ment that he Just needs to use hIS upper 
extremJ.tles dllU yet ba.ck into shape. vlhen directly asked 
what target hea~t~ate the OT wIshed th~ patIent to achIeVe 
It was el)ld~!J:" Lhat the eftect ot upper extremlty exerClse 
f .. ,llI Lhl.! ht.:,:H~t \01.:10 neV(3C' con.!Ir:1~r~d. Tln?! tllllll:! U1dL uJJ(j~('l~ltes 
my concerns about pub11c saftey IS that the patle~t in 
~uestlcn was exerciSlng on the pIec;H of equIpme~t at the 
lJmc of the discu5slon. 

MOdal ltles and other phYSical agents have a weI I 
e~tC1J.:.,ll~h~r.1 fJldl,;1;; ill Lhe treatment ot many musculoskeletal 
prOblems bu: they mU5~ be appl led ~y qual Itled health care 
pe-oiesslone..ls. In my opinIon OCCUPd.tIUrId.1 Thee-apists, as 
oha~m abuv~, d[;'e not cUL·r~rd:ly talJyht the sate and effective 
V:;:Ir: ut Lh~~t' pO\Olerful treatmenL tools and thereioJ:"e shclJld 
b~ closely monitored by law. TrainIng In these ~odal ttles 
and phYSical agents Should be added to the cue-riculum of 
every OT trainIng program ana they should dispiay as a group 
a consl8t~rll minImum proficiency upon enter.ing their 
prOfeS5!On. I feeJ this shou!d occur before a practice act 
is opened to lnclud~ Lh~~e treatments. . 
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AI! area~ of medlc~! care need to be cJ08~IY aeflnea as 
to thelC' ~r;(;pe and JltnHatloll!::l, ThlS is tor. the benefIt and 
safety at the general publ 1~ and the health care 
pr. ~.C tit 1 Gner:-. r'or OcclJpa t I Olld I Therapy to b~ exeffip t f com 
thIs I Jmltlng pr.oce~s w~en the profession is clearly not 
pr-ovldJ.ng tr-eslrllrJ9 III t";l iLil:dl d.t(;!d:::l would be a '5c-CI0\,.1S 
error In Lhe JdWS governing OUt' state. 

Please ta~e these ~unmlents into consiae~atlon when 
heaT J ng the argumr:!r1 I.s tor the b i J 1 conceC'n I ng the 
Occupational Thel-apy .f:->C.'cH;tlce Act, 

Thank, you for YOI.l(' time. 

Sincer.ely. 

~~rr\ 
Bruce Aooott. P.T. 

Supervisor-Rehab P.T, SectIon 
PhY51cai Therapy 
St. Vlncen~ HUbpltal and Health Center 
51! lIngs, Montana 
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My name is Barbara Penner. I am a physical therapist in Helena. I 

graduated from physical therapy school at the University of Minnesota 

20 years ago in 1971. The University of Minnesota continues to offer a 

degree in physical therapy as well as occupational therapy. ThlE; 

morning I spoke to one of my instructors, Mr. Scutter who is still on 

staff at the University (phone 612-626-4096). He stated that the 

ciriculum for both schools is similar to the way I had remembered it. 

In the professional school, the two groups share only the medical 

sciance courses. The occupational therapy students are given no 

instruction in physical agents and procedures. Mr. Scutter also stated 

that the physiology and chemistry prerequisite requirements for 

entrance into the professional program for physical therapy program is 

much stronger than for occupational therapy. This core knowledge l' Co' 
>-' 

not taught in a weekend course that teaches application of physical 

agents and procedures. Physical therapists may instruct aides to carry 

out some physical agents and procedures but according to law, it is 

done under the direct supervision of a physical therapist as aides are 

not expected to have the judgement to know what and when a physical 

agent or procedure is appropriate. .):t YfY'--tG-7f 14:.. C(.YV:)-LC>",_t tJ-£<:7J C:...dC . 

O.r. f-~ ~'J,i/L ~ ,a..e..-~/ ~ L-t .~ '~ O-a-l-~ \--<:':',/.)'LLtLCL. 'f-t;UL,k 
-"-V , v-. '" '-t--=- -

o-L-~ fI---r:;U;;YJ ~~ ~ 'i-iu.., -plLtvvv'V~J . 
7he use of physical agents and procedures is not in the occupational 

therapy standards, ciriculum or licensure exam. I feel it is 

inappropriate for to enact legislation that would enable occupational 

therapists to use physical agents and procedures when their educational 

background and licensure procedures do not provide them the training 
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WITNESS STATEMENT 

To be completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
their testimony entered into the record. 

Da t e: /- J 4; -11 

Name: Do'W G. f): ,'I 11 (' da f' -
Address: (CI I 1 {/ig I/O vi Ie. Lcd a t' 

(~ tCO± G I/~ ItT 5'iZtJY 
7 

Telephone Number: (<;C(~) 95"'-(- <553 /' 

Representing Whom? 

t+i'rif 
Appearing on which proposal? 

612 :#SV 
I 

Do you: Support? ____ _ Amend? ----
Comments: 

c.f ~\()A Y =)<'C('1 ( 
r I 

, /1

1 

.k5<j \ h ·:JF)" 

'-\: T J 
I, / l~ 

c >< 

(t(lf-

"It ( { (' Ii -!of) 

Oppose? L..--

; c 

):; .. 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE 
SECRETARY. THANK YOU. 
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WITNESS STATEMENT 

To be 
their 

completed by a person testifying or a person who wants 
testimony entered into the record. 

this ~ ,day Of~~{1~ , 1991. 

Name: _____ ~~~~c9~I~~~~~K~~~\~~~~~~~------------------------
Address : __ -->c9~OS-~---'0.....:.yJo_'_'__=e.s=_±>__..;.....;V\>....::\A:"""'"'±_'___ _________________ _ 

Dated 

d. it) t V\G\;;~ I VYlT SCiCll2 
i i 

Telephone Number: 8d-.;2 - 36LO l 
--~~~--~~~-------------------------

Representing whom? 
~ 

\Phl~5·' ~CJ \l~(si:s 
Appearing on which proposal? 

Do you: Support? __ __ Amend? ---- Oppose? )<; 

64~ 
[) 

Comments: 

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY 
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Thank-you for thl:! 0pportunicy to speak in opposition lu SB54 £lS proposed. 
The primary purpose of licensure laws is to pw tect the public. This bill 

• is coo broad and if p~~8ed would allow an occupational Lherapist to QPply any 
physical agent or procedure from the simp I.e to the very c()mplex. Appropria.te 
use of the more complex: <:tgents and procedures requires a background knowledge 

.. in the pathological changes. healing pr.oces~. Imllcatiol1s i'111d c.on.tra1nd1catiun:-;; 
and the abiLU.:y to analyze the t'esults of. treatment and. modlfy as tleed!:!d. I 
question the educational background of the uccupational therapist to do.thi~ . 

• I personally have wittleSsed the lack at knowledge by occu:pationa.l therapists 
in the area of physical agents. In the fall of 1990,. a full time o .. r. student 
intern who had completed all her a.cademic wurK asked one of the physical therapists 
lu our department to teach her how to apply functional electrical stimulatLou 

• to a patient. She stated that she ha.d not learued how to do thi~ 111. ::;cLlOOl 

~nti that none or the O. T. 's 11' tli!: departIU~tlL kll.~w huw Lu L~al!h htdL". If this bill 
were passed she would be legally able to do thi::; Bud utller ~rocedures despite 

• her admitted lack of backgnJUlIu. ill alluLh~.L lu~Lalll,.:e, one of th~ O. T. 'g came to me. 
with the request to put hot pack~ uu oue of our stroke patient's ~houluer. Wl~ll 
asked what the rationale i0r that treatment was she sta.ted" becal,l,!,Je hI:! ha::; I!ain. '! 

_ Upun further probing she did not know the cause of the pain auu had not Jone 
nor did l:lhl:! KUuw how to de any definitive t;e!:lLiug Lu tl::ll!l!rLalI1 the caue:;e. Th~.ge 

a.re only two specific. exalUple~ cleIlIOLlSt:t'<lting the lack of knowledge un Lhe. usc 
l1li and application of physical agents by O.1'.s. There is potential harm to pati.ents 

from the misuse of these agent::; ur ",rocedure:::. ! would urge thl:! C(Juwl.i.LL~1::! to 
ca~ullY consider. the vagueness of thi::; blli. 

-N~-r~ 
l1li Dorothy E. Hash, P.T • 

.Billings, Mt 

.. 

.. 

.. 

-

141002 



BOZEMAN BONE & JOINT CllNIC, P.C. 
E. L~t.' Blackwood. ;\I.D .. Ph.D. 
F~Il(J\v. A.A.O.S. 

January 14, 1991 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
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300 N. Willson Avenue 
Bozeman. Montana "59715 

( 406) 5Hi -H050 

As a practicing orthopedic surgeon as well as a concerned citizen, 
I would like to express my concern about the proposed legislation 
to broaden the functions of certified occupational therapists in 
the State of Montana. It has come to my attention that a lobby 
for the O.T. interests is propOSing legislation to broaden the 
function of these professionals and allow them to perform patient 
services for which they are not trained or certified. This would 
not be for the best good of the patients and simply represents 
another attempt at deprofessionalization of paramedical services 
by legislative fiat. Other recent examples would be midwifery, 
use of prescription drugs by optometrists and broadening the 
hospital privileges of podiatrists and chiropractors. 

I have respect for the occupational therapists and their work and 
I do believe that it should and could be expanded in a way that 
could help us manage the disaster of Workers Compensation claims 
in Montana. I could only hope that some well written legislature 
coming from other than special interest groups might be proposed 
to help us-Jn areas such as Workers Compensation. 

/ 

S i-ricere·l y , 
--L.... £l ~;..'.-. ~ 

C~l-~ . 
E. Lee Blackwood, M.D. 

ELB/mj 
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Cheryl Hanson, P.T. 
Kirk Hanson, P.T. 
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Therapy 
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TO: MEMBERS OF SENATE PUBLIC HEALTH COHHITTEE 
DOROTHY ECK, CHAIRWOHAN 

January 14, 1991 

I am writing in response to SB 54, regarding the expansion of the practice 

of Occupational Therapy to include treatment "not limited to the use ot physical 

agents and procedures". 

I understand that Occupational Therapists would like to utilize all the 

physical therapeutic agents/procedures that by past and present law are legal 

tor physical therapists to use. I knm·/ too, that some OT's are presently 

utilizing some of these agents and wish to be reimbursed for them. OT's feel 

that their weekend workshops and on-the-job training by Physical Therapists 

should make them qualified to use modalities and procedures. 

Unfortunately, there is a difference bet\ieen OT' s and PT' s. Our PT law 

was not written to expand our practice but to define it. Physical therapists 

receive extensive basic college education in the physiology, indications and 

contraindications for the use of specific modalities and procedures. OT's do 

not. PT's are tested extensively on that basic education via licensure exam . 

OT's, of course, can't be tested on this information in their exams because they 

weren't taught it . 

As to continuing education workshops, PT's, too, attend these. The 

difference is that prr workshops are usually an extension or more detailed study 

of the basic foundations and information we received in college. Continuing 

education on therapeutic agents is neu information to OT's . 

In regards to on-the-job training, PT's provide that to aides and 

assistants, too. But a PT aide or assistant can not then practice those t 

techniques unless under the direct supervision of a licensed PT - that's our law . 

Yet OT' s ~/ant to utilize the on-the-job training without supervision . 
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Often, "7e also hear that S8 54' s expansion of OT practice would allow 

patients in more remote areas to receive services. It is rare to find a 

geographic area in which an OT is practicing that there is not some type of PT 

available. Perhaps, it the o'r's are concerned about the availability of certain 

services for their patients they should refer them to a PT who is qualified, 

trained and tested in those procedures. 

I have no problem with the OT's utilization of superficial heat and cold 

prior to treatment, as long as they know the indications and contraindications. 

~owever, I do not feel they are qualified to provide any other physical agents 

and procedures and feel their treatment should be limited to the upper extremity, 

distal to the elbow, as their training was limited. 

Therefore I urge you to vote NO on 58 54 as:proposed. 

Sincerely, /~ 

{!J~tik£v~;:' 
Cheryl ~nson, P.T. 



January 13, 1990 

Montana Senate 
Public Health committee 

Dear committee Members, 

.------~ Exhi bit # 15 
1-14-91 S8 54 

I am an assistant professor in the Physical Therapy Program at 
the University of Montana and am writing to express my opposition 
to Senate Bill #54, amending the Occupational Therapy Practice 
Act. 

The first reason I oppose this amendment is its broad scope and 
lack of a specific definition for "therapeutic procedures". 
Without more definitive boundaries on occupational therapy 
practice, patients are at risk of receiving treatment which is 
beyond the capability and training of the OT. 

Further, the amendment contains reference to "therapeutic 
agents." I am responsible for teaching one of the physical 
agents classes in the Physical Therapy Program. I understand the 
level of expertise and training necessary to become competent 
applying these agents. In addition, our students have an 
extensive background in anatomy, physiology and pathology which 
enables them to make critical decisions regarding the 
appropriateness and potential dangers of applying these agents. 
For example, despite the seemingly innocuous nature of "hot 
packs," inappropriate application can retard healing or cause 
further tissue damage. 

I urge you to vote AGAINST this amendment. Until occupational 
therapists incorporate physical agen~s into all curricula and 
licensure examination, I believe it ~s in the best interest of 
the public NOT to expand the bounds of their practice act. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Elizabeth R Ikeda, MS, PT 
Assistant Professor 
Physical Therapy Department 
University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana 59812 



Senator Dorothy Eck 
Chair, Public Health Committee 
Capitol Post Office 
Capitol Building 
Helena, MT 59620 

RE: SB 54 as proposed 
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Montana Association 
of Private Practice 
Physical Therapists 

January 14, 1991 

As a physical therapist from Helena and Chairman of the Hontana Association 

of Private Practice Physical Therapists, I write in opposition to Senate Bill 

54 as proposed. 

This bill seeks to greatly widen the scope of Occupational Therapy practice 

in the State of Montana. l'1hile the desire to expand their professional scope 

of practice may be understandable, Occupational Therapists do not have the basic 

level of education and training in the use of modalities nor does their license 

exam test for any level of competency. Further, the proposed language is so 

broad it goes beyond even what physical therapists are trained and licensed to 

perform. I oppose allo~1ing any profession practicing in areas in which they are 

not qualified. 

Consumers ~.,ill not be lacking the services; physical therapists treat 

hands. In fact, in some instances Occupational Therapists have asked physical 

therapists to teach them specific techniques to be used with hand patients as 

the basic instruction was not included in the OT curricullm. Therefore, this 

is clearly a situation where a profession seeks authority to expand its practice 

beyond what its members have been trained to perform. 

I urge a "no" vote on Senate Bill 54 as proposed. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~~~~Y----/ ~/~ J 
Kirk Hanson, P.T. 
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